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Lean Machine CNC is a metal 
fabrication shop in Saskatoon, Canada, 
working primarily for the commercial 
transportation and mining sector.

Challenge

Engineers needed to mill cantilevered 
workpieces, which meant that they had to 
control media removal.

Solution

The team used its Mark Two to create 
a low-profile custom vise and soft jaw 
combination.

Results

Complex workpieces, such as the 
cantilevered steel, can be accurately  
mill without wasting any material.

3D Printed Vise and Soft Jaws 
 
Lean Machine is a metal fabrication job shop in Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, 
specializing in custom machining with a 5-axis CNC mill. A job for a custom-
er required Kurt vises to hold a component while the mill cut the part. To 
avoid collision between the mill head and the vise, the stock would have to 
be clamped 12-14 inches from the cutting area. This was not an acceptable 
option, as a cantilevered part takes longer to machine and results in a less 
accurate cut. The team considered building their own metal custom vise, 
however they could not justify the $6,000 price tag.

The addition of a Markforged Mark Two led Lean Machine R&D Engineer 
Josh Grasby to use 3D printed components to build a cost-effective, 
custom vise/soft jaw combination. Comprised of over two dozen 3D printed 
continuous carbon fiber reinforced components combined with off-the-
shelf parts, Lean Machine’s custom printed vise can clamp 1.5 inches from 
the end of the extrusion, as opposed to 12-14 inches. The company has 
since taken on more complex jobs, all while applying a design for additive 
manufacturing approach to solving other problems they come across.

+ Non-Marring Material

Continuous carbon fiber holds up against cutting fluids and abrasive 
environments, making it the perfect material for machine shops.

+ Accurate Parts

Markforged’s cloud-connected software ensures your parts are printed 
accurately, leaving no room for guesswork.

+ Speedy Process

Markforged 3D printers provide users with parts in a fraction of the time it 
takes for traditional processes.

Time Cost

Traditional 3 weeks $6,000
Markforged 1 week $1,500

Savings 66% 75%

APPLICATION SPOTLIGHT 

Tools and Fixtures
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STRENGTH AND PRECISION— Humanetics uses a Markforged X7 to print molds for thermoset plastics. 

EXTREME ENVIRONMENT — Each mold must withstand significant clamping force while heated to 220O F.

FAST LEAD TIMES — Onyx and HSHT printed molds replaced an inefficient, out-of-house silicone process. 

MASSIVE SAVINGS — Humanetics prints molds 4x cheaper and 2.5x faster with Markforged technology.

THERMOSET MOLD
MARKFORGED APPLICATION SPOTLIGHT

MARKFORGED.COM

ROBUST IN HIGH TEMPS
High Strength, High Temp (HSHT) 

fiberglass makes each mold 

piece robust enough to survive in 

thermoset molding environments.

PRECISION PRINTING
The surface finish and dimensional 

accuracy of Onyx allow Humanetics 

engineers to design precision 

features into their molds. 

SILICONE MACHINED MARKFORGED SAVINGS

Fabrication Time 144 hrs 60 hrs 58% 

Fabrication Cost $1,000 $240 76% 

Molded thermoset plastics are widely used to take advantage of their strength and heat deflection tem-

peratures. The quick turnaround time, low production cost, and long lifetime of Markforged printed molds 

make them an excellent fit for replacing traditional thermoset molding methods. Printed thermoset molds 

can withstand temperatures up to 302°F (150°C)  for extended periods of time with minimal distortion. 

Next Day Molds

The 3D Printed Part
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CASE STUDY

Wärtsilä
INDUSTRY

APPLICATION

LOCATION

CUSTOMER SINCE

Marine and Energy Technology

Tools and Fixtures

Vaasa, Finland and Trieste, Italy

2018
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The Challenge
Wärtsilä is a global leader in smart technologies and complete lifecycle solutions for 
the marine and energy markets, with a portfolio of products that spans from engines to 
propulsion and renewable solutions. The Finnish factory in Vaasa and Italian factory in 
Trieste oversee the manufacturing of large engines that power a third of the world’s largest 
cargo ships. The teams often need to fabricate tools to solve problems and optimize the 
efficiency of both the field and factories, and usually have to rely on third-party suppliers 
to manufacture them. 

One such example is a lifting tool, which is critical to building and servicing large engines. 
The tool is a custom piece of hardware that allows them to move immensely heavy 
engine parts such as pistons. These lifting tools are critical as they can make lifting 
operations more efficient during the manufacturing process, and help engineers perform 
maintenance at the facility or on cargo ships. To interface with the complex features of 
their engines, many of the tools have unique mating features. 

Wärtsilä usually machines its lifting tools out of solid steel, but found the resulting tools 
to be too expensive, too time-intensive to manufacture, and too heavy for people to use 
and transport. The teams are also unable to make quick design changes when needed. 
Each cost and weight increase has a significant impact when scaled across hundreds of 
tools — especially when the tool is needed to service or perform maintenance on parts in 
a large commercial ship where space is limited.

75%
TOTAL WEIGHT 

SAVINGS

100,000
EUROS SAVED IN 

TOOLING

240kg
CERTIFIED LIFTING 

CAPACITY 

CASE STUDY

Wärtsilä 
Four Markforged Printers, Two Countries: 
How Wärtsilä  Made the First 3D Printed CE-Certified Lifting Tool

The potential to cut costs is really significant. If you’re going to 
save at least 1,000 Euros per tool, it’s a straight benefit.
                                                                   JUHO RAUKOLA, 
         INNOVATION EXPERT (ADDITIVE MANUFACTURING), WÄRTSILÄ

The original lifting tool (L) was machined out of solid steel and weighed 75% more than its 3D printed replacement (R).

960kg
TESTED LIFTING 

CAPACITY
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The Solution
Engineers at Wärtsilä had been using Markforged carbon 
fiber 3D printers since mid-2018 to solve similar problems, 
and had already made several tools for their factories. The 
Trieste and Vaasa teams decided they wanted to expand to 
a larger and more industrial printer to increase throughput, 
so they purchased an Industrial Series X7 printer for their 
Italian facility. 

Working alongside Markforged, they redesigned the lifting 
tool for additive manufacturing. The new design included 
splitting the tool into a number of parts to best leverage 
continuous carbon fiber reinforcement and enabled the 
lifting tool to lift a 240 kilogram engine piston on the first 
try. “I think everybody was actually pretty shocked about 
the performance,” said Juho Raukola, Innovation Expert 
(Additive Manufacturing) at Wärtsilä. The maximum weight 
the lifting tool can lift is 960 kilograms without deformation 
— however in manufacturing situations, the safety factor 
of four needs to be recognized. The team also worked 
alongside international certification agency Bureau Veritas 
to define a process to certify the tools. The tool was put 
through various tests and inspections, resulting in the first 
3D printed CE-certified lifting tool — a huge achievement 
for the company. 

Wärtsilä’s embracement of additive manufacturing has 
already more than paid off, with the additive manufacturing 
team estimating that in just eight months they have saved 
over €100,000 in tooling alone, which they believe can 
scale with more Markforged printers in more facilities 
around the world.

Juho and his team are already on the road to freeing 
themselves from third-party suppliers, meaning they will 
no longer have to wait for anyone when fabricating tools 
for their facilities. “We don’t have to work to someone 
else’s schedule,” said Juho. “And the beauty of 3D printing 
is that each design can then be printed anywhere at any 
time through distributed manufacturing, even on the ships 
Wärtsilä helps to maintain and service.”

Looking Ahead
With three Markforged carbon fiber printers, and now a Metal 
X 3D printer capable of printing in various industrial metals, 
Wärtsilä is far from done when it comes to adopting an 
additive manufacturing approach to solving problems. From 
tool holders and measuring tools to  
customer-facing production parts, engineers are now 
empowered to search for new 3D printed applications all 
around the production floor. “If we want another tool for 
production, with a specific customer design, it’s not four to 
six weeks like it was conventionally, but it’s now really a couple 
of days,” said Giuseppe. “We are able to answer the need and 
fulfill the need faster.”

This will enable Wärtsilä to speed up the 
introduction of new products with faster,  
cheaper, and safer tool creation.  
                    GIUSEPPE SARAGÒ,    
         DIRECTOR, MANUFACTURING EXCELLENCE, WÄRTSILÄ

The tool is capable of lifting up to 960kg with a safety factor of four.
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Case study

A Matter of Time
In large factories like the Katowice Beverages and Foods Factory, thousands upon 
thousands of products are made, labeled, checked, and shipped out nonstop. This 
factory in particular, owned by Unilever, is responsible for producing hundreds 
to thousands of bags of Lipton Tea every day. Automated machines and sensing 
systems dominate the factory, and it is up to Professional Maintenance Specialist 
Mateusz Loska to improve the production effi ciency of the factory’s systems.
This includes anything from extending machine life to speeding up machine 
processes, all to save money and improve the machines at the same time. 

Stimulate: 
Mateusz Loska works to improve 

manufacturing processes at Unilever’s 
Beverages and Foods Factory in 

Katowice, Poland

Streamline: 
On the Lipton Tea production line, 

reliable process improvements must 
be implemented quickly to improve 

production rates

Succeed:
Using Markforged technologies, Loska 

has designed, printed, and installed 
long term factory solutions in just a 

single day, saving the production plant 
hundreds of dollars per week.

Markforged 
Stands Out On 
The Unilever 
Factory Floor

Comparing the Numbers
Cost Time

Replacement Part $51.13 1 Week

Printed on Markforged $23.01 1 Day

*Conversion rate from PLN to USD as of 8/30/2016
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Case studypg 2

At factories like this, quick turnaround time is essential to 
keeping machines running. The incentive of new ideas is 
driven by the promise of higher production rates, both in 
quantity and quality. “We need to improve our machines 
in very short amounts of time,” Loska says. “Sometimes 
there are parts that aren’t working...normally we just model 
the part, send it to a third party company, and wait for the 
results.” If a new idea needs to be tested, it can take weeks 
to get the parts back from a machine shop. This was one of 
the processes Loska wanted to improve: “It costs us time and 
money to fi x a part. We’ve decided that we wanted to make 
this process shorter to make some improvements.”

Priming for Production
The factory had started with an ABS 3D printer at fi rst, but 
it hadn’t quite lived up to their expectations: “We decided 
that we needed something more, that would produce parts 
stronger, that we could use during normal production, 
not just in testing,” Loska explained. After hearing about 
Markforged, Loska was convinced: “We decided to test it...
we saw that we could make models very quickly with the 3D 
printer, get stronger parts, not only with fi ber materials like 
fi berglass or carbon fi ber, but even with just nylon, we get 
much stronger parts.”
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Case studypg 3

The prospect of a 3D printer that could create production quality parts was 
appealing to the entire team: “We realized this would save a lot of time for us...
and everyone who was involved in this kind of work with our machines can see 
that 3D printing just makes the time shorter for developing new parts or new 
ideas through to production.” The Markforged printer gave the factory the ability to 
produce production prototypes at the push of a button. 

Top of the Line
When Loska and his team fi nd potential areas for process improvements, they can 
now go straight to their Markforged 3D printer. “We start looking for any ideas, and 
during this process all the time we are 3D printing parts.” explained Loska. Once 
they discover which parts of their manufacturing setup requires improvements, 
they can use the printer to not only prototype ideas, but to test and load their 
concepts in a real world environment before fi nalizing, and printing, the fi nished 
product. “In every project, even in safety projects or quality projects, we found it 
useful to have a 3D printer.” With the capabilities of Markforged, the printer helps 
develop quality parts in fraction of the time it would take otherwise.

“These parts are 
developed very 
quickly, and it’s 
about one night to 
print a few parts 
for the machine. 
They are much 
stronger and more 
durable than any 
parts printed on a 
normal 3D printer.”
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© Markforged, Inc. 2016. All rights reserved.

Markforged’s mission is to bring high strength 3D printing to everyday engineering. Offering the world’s only 3D printing systems capable of automatically reinforcing engineering 
plastics to aluminum levels of performance and beyond, Markforged enables every business to easily manufacture parts with structural strength right on the desktop. The Mark 
Two Industrial Strength 3D Printer empowers professional users to affordably create workhorse 3D parts that solve real problems, as well as realize reinforced structures never 
before possible.  Markforged technologies are delivered with thoughtful, powerful software designed for collaboration, sharing, and scaling. 

For more information, visit https://www.markforged.com

   markforged.com    printstronger@markforged.com    +1 617.666.1935 10.26.16

From sensor mounts to new production ideas, Loska improved many factory 
processes using Unilever’s Markforged printer. Instead of waiting for weeks for a 
part to come in, this process now takes only a single day. “We make the 3D model 
in our CAD program, we send it to a 3rd party company...it’s about one week until 
we get back a good part.” he explains. “When we want to develop this part by 
ourselves, it takes 24 hours.” The parts the printer has produced can hold up in a 
factory environment, and that isn’t the only benefi t: “Normally it’d be about $50 if 
we want to send it to another company to make it for us.” Loska said. “The same 
part costs about $10 on the 3D printer.” Saving cost and time, the part strength 
Markforged provides has extensively improved production effi ciency at the 
company: “These parts are developed very quickly, and it’s about one night to print 
a few parts for the machine. They are much stronger and more durable than any 
parts printed on a normal 3D printer.”
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Case study

Getting a Grip
An industrial FANUC robotic arm gracefully swings from one automated machining 
center to another with a pipe fi tting fi rmly gripped between its jaws. At Dixon 
Valve’s US manufacturing facility in Chestertown, Maryland, these robotic arms are 
commonplace in production line cells, used for part transfers in the manufacturing 
process. Strength, safety, and chemical resistance are key components to Dixon 
Valve’s effi cient work environment, and as such attached to the arm of each robot is 
a set of Onyx jaws, printed on the Mark Two industrial strength 3D printer. 

Problems at Hand: 
Mike de Arriz and J.R. Everett improve 
and expand innovative production line 
solutions at Dixon Valve, a fi ttings and 

valves manufacturer.

Open Arms: 
de Arriz and Everett put the Mark Two 

to work creating high strength jaws 
for industrial robotic arms in their 

manufacturing process.

Jaw-Dropping Success:
The Mark Two Enterprise eliminated 
weeks of manufacturing lead time by 
producing a set of robust grippers in 

under 24 hours, allowing Dixon Valve to 
easily develop new production solutions.

The Mark Two 
Secures A Firm 
Grip in Robotic 
Automation

Comparing the Numbers
Cost Time

CNC Machining Service $290.35 72 hours + shipping time

Printed with Markforged $9.06 9 hours, 20 minutes
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Case studypg 2

“Dixon Valve is a manufacturer of fi ttings for fl uid transfer industries,” Max de 
Arriz, Manufacturing Engineer at the company, explained. “We’re using a large 
robotic arm to transfer many styles of our parts between two vertical turning 
centers.” With the thousands of different valves, fi ttings, and gauges that the 
company manufactures, each product line setup requires custom equipment, 
including tooling and grips to hold specifi c parts effi ciently. De Arriz, along with 
Automation Technician J.R.Everett, reap the benefi ts of their Mark Two in Dixon’s 
production facility.

Within Arm’s Reach:
“Prior to using 3D printed jaws in the cell, we were machining each tool 
individually, and it would take a fairly large amount of time,” de Arriz explained. 
Every gripping tool needed to be either outsourced to an external machine shop 
or machined in house with the manufacturing capabilities at hand. Either way, 
manufacturing parts as critical as production line grippers was getting time 
consuming. As Dixon primarily produces valves and fi ttings, these grippers 
also require strength and chemical resistance, as well as wear resistance from 
repeated use. “To that end, we utilize the Markforged parts as our transfer 
gripping system,” de Arriz concluded.

“With Onyx we were 
able to re-tool a 
robotic arm in a 
manufacturing cell 
in under 24 hours.”

A quick change jaw for a robotic cell. The metal plates remain fixed, and operators can rapidly change out custom Onyx jaws in just 20 seconds.
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Case studypg 3

As soon as Dixon Valve unboxed their industrial strength Markforged 3D printer, 
they put it to work. “We were able to re-tool a robotic arm in a manufacturing 
cell in under 24 hours,” Everett exclaimed. The Mark Two not only allowed for 
the production of their robotic jaws quickly, but the material capabilities of the 
printer, including its ability to lay continuous strands of high-strength fi bers into 
3D printed parts, ensured reliability in a factory setting. “Onyx is one of my favorite 
materials because it combines stronger composite material with the chemical 
resistivity of nylon,” elaborated Everett, referring to Markforged’s chopped 
carbon fi ber nylon fi lament. “It hits the sweet spot for us in chemical resistance 
and strength.” 

“Onyx is one of my favorite materials because it combines stronger 
composite material with the chemical resistivity of nylon. It hits the 
sweet spot for us in chemical resistance and strength”

A robotic arm with 3D printed grippers working on the Dixon Valve factory floor. A new set of jaws can be made on the Mark Two in less than a day.
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“If I had to tell 
somebody on the 
street what’s great 
about this product, 
or what is great 
about Onyx, or 
what the coolest 
thing is to get out 
of it, I’d say it’s your 
imagination. If you 
can think of it, you 
can create it.”

Hand in Hand
The Mark Two enabled Dixon Valve to produce new manufacturing solutions 
at unprecedented speed and cost, providing the company with a powerful new 
tool in their toolbox. “It’s a critical component in our design process and it is 
really changing the way we work to the point where we are actually altering 
our procedures and plans to accommodate this groundbreaking product,” says 
Everett. By incorporating the printer into the company’s workfl ow, Dixon Valve was 
able to expand and improve even further, and they don’t plan to stop there. The 
ability to produce parts with esteemed strength, quality, and precision at a low 
cost gives Everett high hopes for Dixon’s path forward: “If I had to tell somebody 
on the street what’s great about this product, or what is great about Onyx, or what 
the coolest thing is to get out of it, I’d say it’s your imagination. If you can think of 
it, you can create it.”

Dixon Valve uses their Mark Two Enterprise Kit to easily manufacture jaws and tooling for valve and

fitting production.
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Case Study

Tooling and Fixtures

Markforged 
Nylon: 
A Resistant 
Solution

Company
Two process engineers at Whitford 
Corporation, look for money and 
time saving solutions throughout 

the company’s specialty coating and 
sealant manufacturing methods

Problem
Prototype an inexpensive part for a 

critical process step that would cost 
$2000 to machine

Result
Using the Mark One, the team 

iterated on the design many times for 
the price of one machined part

Reward
The printer more than paid for itself 

within the fi rst few weeks

Comparing the Numbers
Cost Time

Markforged Parts (5) $82.00 117 hours

Machine Shop – Aluminum $1,795.00 264 hours + shipping time

The printer paid for itself in less than 4 prototypes.

Searching for Solutions
When it comes to 3D printing, one often doesn’t think too hard about the 
chemical properties the materials contain. While the Markforged printer is 
most well known for the material strength of its parts, two engineers at Whitford 
Corporation discovered that the unique chemical properties of Markforged’s high 
quality nylon fi lament provides reliability in the face of harsh chemical solvents.

The Whitford Companies manufacture a wide variety of specialty coatings 
and sealants. Jon Fetzer and Bobby Colmery work as process engineers to 
identify process, safety, and ergonomic improvements around the company’s 
manufacturing fl oor.
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Case studypg 2

Many of the components handled in manufacturing need to be robust and 
resistant to the solvents used in the manufacturing process. Few polymers are 
suffi ciently resistant in a harsh chemical environment. As a result, prototype and 
custom parts have been historically outsourced to a shop to be custom machined 
out of metal, with complicated parts sometimes costing thousands of dollars. 
It is up to Fetzer and Colmery to fi nd better and more cost effective approaches. 

Finding a Method that Sticks
Among the processes Fetzer and Colmery have been working on are improved 
techniques for packaging a particular sealant, whose methods that “have always 
been a big problem, and take a little bit of black magic.” The team explained 
that they went down several avenues to solve one of their latest challenges, and 
ended up with an idea for a simple 3D printed packaging apparatus. However, 
due to a design change, they had to scrap that idea and start over. “We tried 
several iterations of that design and couldn’t fi gure out how to get it to work 
reliably,” Fetzer explained, “We went to a new design, switched gears, and 
thought 3D printing was out.” The team then arrived at a concept for an elegant 
apparatus to more reliably package the sealant product. Due to its complexity, 
they sent the design to be machined by a third party machining resource and 
received a quote of around $2000. They knew they would have to go through 

“Some of them 
completely 
dissolved...
we tested the 
[Markforged] 
nylon, and that 
eliminated 
all the other 
printers, really. 
It was the only 
one that held 
up to all the 
criteria that we 
had...the nylon 
went through a 
26 hour bath in 
a really harsh 
solvent and 
it still looked 
beautiful.”

-Jonathan Fetzer 
Process Engineer
Whitford Corporation
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multiple iterations to perfect the design, so they had to pursue a different 
manufacturing option: “After receiving a quote for $2000 from a machine shop 
to fabricate the apparatus, we determined that price was too steep for another 
design that will no doubt need more changing after field testing. We really loved 
the concept of 3D printing and thought ‘man, wouldn’t it be awesome if we had 
one of our own? We could do all this testing and tweaking in house.”

The two process engineers laid out four essential criteria that needed to be met 
to justify the purchase a 3D printer: The printer needed to be cost effective, user 
friendly, print functional parts, and its material needed to be solvent resistant. 
“We looked into all types of printers; from $800 desktop printers to $140,000 
industrial strength printers,” says Fetzer. After selecting a few potential printers 
with the necessary capabilities, they started looking at materials. They received 

material samples from a few different 
vendors, including Markforged, and 
placed them in some of their harshest 
chemical solvents. “We went through 
the process of elimination of materials”, 
Fetzer explains, “Some of them 
completely dissolved... we tested the 
[Markforged] nylon and that eliminated 
all the other printers, really. It was the 
only one that held up to all the criteria 
that we had... the nylon went through a 
26-hour bath in our most harsh solvent 
and it still looked beautiful”.

“When they saw 
the cost of that 
and the cost of 
the Markforged 
printer, we 
found other 
items we could 
invest in, and 
that pretty 
much sold it 
right there...”  

-Bobby Colmery  
Process Engineer 
Whitford Corporation
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Sealing the Deal
Once Fetzer and Colmery had narrowed their options down to the Markforged 
printer, the next challenge was convincing management that the purchase would 
be worth it. Many of the machines at the company are decades old and get the job 
done. Aside from some very sophisticated laboratory instruments, a 3D printer 
would be the most modern piece of equipment at the company, but very few people 
were familiar with its benefi ts. “The whole 3D printing concept was foreign to us 
until we started looking into it,” Fetzer described, “we had to sell the concept fi rst 
before buying it.” Everyone in management agreed that the new assembly was helpful 
to the sealant manufacturing process, and that they needed to make it somehow. 
That was the fi rst step in getting everyone on board with going in this direction.

With the Markforged 3D printer priced at about $5,500, and a single machined 
packaging apparatus at $2,000, it was an easy sell. “When they saw the cost of 
the apparatus versus the cost of the Markforged printer, we found other items we 
could print in-house to reduce cost, and that pretty much sold it right there...”, 
Colmery explained, “it was the cost itself, and that we no longer needed to rely on 
suppliers for some of our other parts.” With the Markforged printer, the Whitford 
Companies could manufacture and prototype many chemically resistant parts 
at a fraction of the price it would take to get them made elsewhere. The team 
explained that cost of machined prototypes created for the sealant packager 
would have defi nitely exceeded the cost of the printer: “The Mark One has pretty 
much paid for itself...the amount of iterations we made, I don’t even know how 
much that would have cost. We defi nitely saved a lot of money.”

Upon receiving their Mark One, the pair immediately set it up. “We were printing 
something within the hour...it all went together perfectly and it just worked”. 
Amazed with its capabilities and with its applications, the two now incorporate 
3D printed parts into other fi xes, “a lot of things we see around here, we say 
‘hey...maybe we can print that.’ It’s a great experience.”

“The Markforged 
printer has 
pretty much 
paid for itself...
the amount of 
iterations we 
made, I don’t 
even know 
how much 
that would 
have cost. We 
definitely saved 
a lot of money.”

-Bobby Colmery 
Process Engineer
Whitford Corporation
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Case Study

Tooling and Fixtures

Speeding Up 
Processes 
Everywhere with 
the Mark One

Sleepless
Rest Devices, a company rethinking 

the nursery in the age of smart 
devices, iterates through designs for 

their products and manufacturing 
equipment at light speed

Fabrication 
Nightmares

With quotes for new prototypes 
reaching thousands of dollars for 
a lead time of a month, Thomas 

Lipoma, CTO, picked out the 
Mark One to solve the company’s 

manufacturing problems

Full Recovery
The Mark One allowed Rest Devices 

to push their capabilities further, 
bringing prototype costs down by 

orders of magnitude, and producing 
working models in a matter of days

Comparing the Numbers
Cost Time

Markforged Part $15.10 10.75 hours

Aluminum part $150.63 96 hours + shipping time

Lead time sped up from weeks per design to days and was 10% the cost per part.

Never at Rest
For first time parents, whether or not their baby is sleeping well is almost always 
an area of concern. Rest Devices has the goal of creating a nursery in the age of 
the smart devices, as co-founder and Chief Technical Officer, Thomas Lipoma,  
who works on early stage R&D and supply chain logistics, explains: “At Rest 
Devices, we’re really trying to build the connected nursery. And what that is is 
a bunch of different connected intelligent products that a parent can use when 
they have their first child.” One of their big products, Mimo, is a wearable device 
for infants that monitor a baby’s sleep patterns, breathing, and movement, and 
update the parent on their child’s health through a smartphone app with live data.
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With such a quick product development stream, Lipoma and the R&D team 
require in house manufacturing: “Everything about the Mimo monitor is actually 
built and manufactured in the US, in New England, which is really cool...
we haven’t outsourced any of the development or the research or any of the 
engineering. So a 3D printer is really critical for basically everything we do here.” 
Always pushing products forward, quickly prototyping, and developing novel 
concepts to improve the lives of parents tending to their children, the company’s 
entire design to product stream is kept in house. They design, they prototype,  
and they even make their own manufacturing equipment for their products.  
They keep everything in house to easily make changes to improve their customers’ 
experiences, and as a result the company is always on the lookout for new 
products to increase their product development efficiency.

Tired of the Wait
One of their new products Lipoma has been working on has been making a 
bottle warmer. Because it was such a new design challenge for the team, they 
went through thousands of design iterations and prototypes. “Once we started 
making things like that bottle warmer that were actually really unique engineering 
challenges, we didn’t even really know how we were going to make it,” Lipoma 
recounted. “We were going through a lot of different iterations on fan design, 
component design, and how things were going to fit into a very tight package,  
and we were printing non stop.” The problem was that even the prototype parts 
had to withstand a variety of temperatures and spin at high speeds, and no 
traditional fabrication method or even 3D printer could do that. “At the time our 
only real option was to mill some of these really intricate parts, and they would fail 
a lot. If we were outsourcing them they were costing thousands and thousands of 
dollars each to make. We didn’t really have any good option to iterate really quickly 
in house as we were doing that design.”

“With one of 
our pieces of 
manufacturing 
equipment, 
we needed to 
make a new 
tool holder. 
...With the 
Mark One, we 
were able to 
make a new 
part that was 
even better, 
that really 
fit all of the 
requirements 
and had that 
machine 
running again 
in no time.” 

-Thomas Lipoma  
Chief Technical Officer 
Rest Devices
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At other points in Mimo’s process, major prototyping roadblocks piled up for 
similar reasons. “With one of our pieces of manufacturing equipment, we needed 
to make a new tool holder. We tried printing with a couple of different types of 
3D printers, and they were either too brittle or they couldn’t handle the heat 
and they just kept failing,” Lipoma described. “We had to go back to the original 
equipment manufacturer, and our only real option was basically to spend about 
eight or nine thousand dollars to have them make a new part, and even if we  
did want to spend the money, the time would have been a huge hinderance. 
”With product deadlines to meet and a broken machine, they needed a much 
faster and much cheaper solution. “So they were looking at about a month to 
make the part, and we needed to have the machine up really quickly,” Lipoma 
explained. “We needed to find a way to 3D print some of those high strength  
parts that we would actually be able to use in manufacturing.”

“We were able 
to go from 
one new part 
design change 
a month down 
to multiple 
iterations every 
day, which 
was really 
really great.” 

-Thomas Lipoma  
Chief Technical Officer 
Rest Devices
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Rise and Shine
Fortunately, Rest Devices had their eye on the Mark One since the beginning: 
“We were actually looking at the Mark One when it was first introduced, before 
anyone was really able to get one...it was able to hit a lot of the pain points that 
we were having. So as soon as we were able to get one we grabbed it just because 
it was able to solve so many of our problems,” said Lipoma. Very quickly, Rest 
Devices could make up for lost money and time from their broken machine.  
“With the Mark One, we were able to prototype and iterate on some of our designs 
much faster than we would have been able to otherwise. We were able to go from 
one new part design change a month down to multiple iterations every day, which 
was really really great.” The printer’s strength, capabilities, and quality were 
able to help Rest Devices pull through and fulfill the promises they made to their 
customers, as Lipoma went on to explain: “We were also able to reduce some of 
the costs of some of those parts down from 2 or 3000 dollars to have something 
sent out and milled down to just the cost of the material.”

After they used the Mark One to solve their critical fabrication challenges, the 
company had room to experiment: “When we originally got the Mark One to help 
solve some of the problems we were having around the bottle warmer, we were 
really excited about how it was going to help us iterate faster and cheaper,” said 
Lipoma. “Once the machine had some down time and we started to play around 
with what we could really do with it, we found so many more uses.” The Mark One 
was an instant hit at Rest Devices, allowing the company to prototype strong parts 
without the fear of operation complexity on a milling machine or the price and lead 
time of a third party manufacturer. “Immediately we started to change out some 
of the parts in our manufacturing equipment, as new problems came up on our 
manufacturing line, we were able to immediately solve them, it basically started 
replacing a lot of it with prints.” The Mark One has exponentially decreased 
prototyping time and costs at Rest Devices, improving company processes in 
almost every aspect of their design and manufacturing stream.

“...we haven’t 
outsourced 
any of the 
development 
or the research 
or any of the 
engineering. 
So a 3D printer 
is really critical 
for basically 
everything we 
do here.”

-Thomas Lipoma 
Chief Technical Officer 
Rest Devices
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Case Study

Tooling & Fixtures

Reinforced 
Modular 
Fixtures Brings 
The Handmade 
French Horn 
Within Reach

A Duet
Keith Durand, PhD, fi nds a way
to marry his love of engineering

with his passion for music

Chord Progression
Keith prints tools and fi xtures 

on  the Mark One to create
his own French horn

Cadence
After 40 fi xtures, Keith regularly 
plays his French horn with the 

performing groups of which
he is a member

Comparing the Numbers
Cost Time

CNC Machining Nylon 6/6 (Service) $521.71 3-5 business days

Reinforced 3D Printing $42.12 1 day

The Marriage of Music and Engineering
When not inventing new technology as Senior Mechanical Engineer at Markforged, 
Keith Durand, PhD is an active, passionate musician performing with groups like 
the Mercury Orchestra, the Longwood Symphony Orchestra, and Bay Colony Brass.

Using Markforged’s networked fl eet of Mark One 3D printers, Keith has succeeded 
in combining his passions in precision engineering and music to make his own 
Knopf-wrap French horn. 

Ultimately, Keith used around 40 nylon modular fi xtures printed on the Mark 
One — some reinforced, others pure nylon — to bend the horn tubing and 
locate the valves during assembly. 
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A Handmade French Horn
Keith started playing the French horn in the 6th grade, and has wanted to 
make his own since high school. After playing horn through high school, 
college, graduate work, and beyond, Keith eventually took a natural trumpet 
making class. Keith made a natural trumpet using traditional 17th and 
18th century techniques. He said, “It was a fun week. I learned new ways 
to torture metal.”

In 2013, Keith joined Markforged as employee No. 5 and worked day and 
night on the fi rst Mark Ones, from time to time letting off steam by machining 
horn components and modeling tooling in SolidWorks, initially planning to 
machine the tools from aluminum, plastic, and steel. 

“I realized it 
was the right 
tool for the 
job. Nylon is 
perfect for this 
application — 
it won’t scratch 
the brass, 
and the fi ber 
reinforcement 
makes the 
parts strong 
enough to do 
the job.”

-Keith Durand, PhD
Senior Mechanical Engineer 
Markforged 
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Keith with an Early Mark One 3D Printer
Initially unimpressed with the capabilities of 3D printers in general, Keith became 
convinced that he could 3D print the modular fi xtures to make a horn after an 
early Mark One successfully printed reinforced nylon. “I realized it was the right 
tool for the job. Nylon is perfect for this application — it won’t scratch the brass, 
and the fi ber reinforcement makes the parts strong enough to do the job.”

In designing and printing the tooling, he began with a fi xture to locate the valves, 
then worked outward, making bending fi xtures to shape the brass tubing and 
fi xtures to hold tubing in position. As often happens in the design process, 
the fi xtures would sometimes need adjustments. With the Mark One working 
overnight, most changes were ready by the next morning.

Keith explained, “The most complicated bending fi xture was for the F-branch — 
it had to be the right shape to bend things around, but had to have clearance so 
I could get the tube in there in the unbent confi guration AND out once the part 
was bent. I even spent time on vacation in a coffee shop getting the model just 
right, and the fi nished part was waiting for me when I got back. 3D printing 
more or less makes complexity free. Machining this particular fi xture would 
have cost a small fortune.”

With simple tooling and locating fi xtures printed in pure nylon, and more complex 
bend tools, including a bending tool with a Kevlar-reinforced cheater bar to 
increase leverage, printed with fi ber reinforcement for additional strength, Keith 
designed and printed about 40 different fi xtures to complete his horn construction.

“Machining 
this particular 
fixture would 
have cost a 
small fortune.”  

-Keith Durand, PhD
Senior Mechanical Engineer 
Markforged 
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Even Artisans Cheat...
While many of these jigs, forms, and fi xtures would traditionally have been made of 
wood, and in the 20th century would have been machined out of aluminum or steel, 
Markforged industrial strength 3D printing now replaces wood and metals with 
reinforced nylon, shortens the cycle time, and provides remarkable cost savings. 
The cost per fi xture can be an order of order of magnitude cheaper compared to 
CNC machining, approximately $500 for a machined fi xture compared to ~$42 
for a reinforced 3D printed one.

Keith played the homemade horn for the fi rst time in concert with the Longwood 
Symphony Orchestra in May 2015. According to Keith, “really before it was ready, 
but I couldn’t wait.” The horn had a 3D printed thumb lever, a little bit of duct tape, 
and a few missing parts. 

Both Keith and the horn survived the concert, and over the next few weeks, the 
horn got the fi nishing touches it desperately needed. Now that the horn is done, 
he regularly plays it with Longwood and the Bay Colony Brass. In addition to 
achieving a lifelong dream of making his own French horn, the horn now has a 
beautiful, clear tone that he is proud to play in concert.

What’s next for Keith and the horn? “It’s only fi tting that my second horn will get 
new fi xtures, of course printing on the Mark Two.”

“The horn wasn’t 
quite done, but
I couldn’t wait.”

-Keith Durand, PhD
Senior Mechanical Engineer 
Markforged 
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ProCobots simplifies robotic machine 
tending by providing turnkey CNC 
automation systems for the shop floor. 

Challenge

A traditional robotic production line 
requires multiple expensive robot cells, 
because each can only perform one task.

Solution

Strong, lightweight custom end effectors 
made by Markforged 3D printers add 
customization to a standardized platform.

Results

ProCobots streamlines its customers’ 
manufacturing workflows by minimizing 
overhead and maximizing effectiveness.

Custom Robotic End Effectors
ProCobots recognized the need for a streamlined solution to integration 
of robotics in lean manufacturing. A traditional robot cell performs one 
specialized function, so factories spend months integrating multiple 
expensive, monolithic cells to serve an entire production line. ProCobots 
produces a standardized machine tending cell utilizing an EasyRobotics Pro 
Feeder and Universal-Robots UR10 collaborative robot. It can be adapted to 
serve multiple functions by simply swapping out 3D printed end effectors, 
and reprogramming on a single graphical user interface within minutes.

Job shops cannot predict what end effectors they will need each week 
to build unique products. 3D printing enables overnight production of 
custom workholding without outsourcing parts or consuming machinist 
time. Markforged Onyx is the only 3D printed material with sufficiently 
high strength-to-weight ratio and tight tolerances, and continuous 
fiber reinforcement elevates it further. CEO Brian Knopp loves how the 
combination of cost-efficiency, functional quality, and lean customization 
provides clear value. He says, “We’re printing the end effectors in our hotel 
room during an installation. This blows the customers out of the water.”

+ Cost-Effective Customization

Manufacturers can 3D print the exact components they need to achieve full 
production functionality, instead of purchasing entire specialty machines. 

+ Accurate Pick-and-Place

Continuous fiber reinforcement adds stiffness to custom workholding 
geometries, enhancing effectiveness during pick-and-place operations.

+ Materials for the Real World

Onyx composite material offers the strength of 6061-T6 aluminum at half 
the weight, outperforming typical 3D printing materials like ABS and PLA.

Time Cost

Traditional 7 days $500
Markforged 21 hrs $17

Savings 88% 97%

APPLICATION SPOTLIGHT 

End Effectors

www.procobots.com
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Making Robust Tooling Cheaper 
and Faster

Humanetics
Innovative 
Solutions

C A S E  S T U DY
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Before utilizing an X7 to print molds, Humanetics 
engineer Kris Sullenberger faced a lose-lose 
situation with mold fabrication — either make 
cheap silicone molds that didn’t last or send out 
aluminum molds that were extremely costly. 

“The silicone mold kept wearing out.” 

Silicone molds can create medium-quality parts for an 

a!ordable price. Due to their low surface hardness, however, 

silicone molds wear out quickly. For higher volume parts, this 

can mean a mold requires replacement mulitple times a year.   

“If this was machined out of aluminum, it would 
probably have to be a !ve- or six-piece mold.”

Machined aluminum molds provide precision and durability that 

silicone molds cannot.  However, machining them can be 

prohibitively di"cult and expensive. 

Seeking Durable Tools for a 
Reasonable Cost

Tooling and Fixtures
A P P L I C AT I O N

X7
P R I N T E R

Onyx
M AT E R I A LC U S T O M E R

Humanetics
PA R T S
Thermoset Plastic 
Mold

Humanetics is the world’s leading supplier of crash test dummies — used in the automotive, military, 
and aerospace industries. Faced with the issue of molds that wore out too quickly, Humanetics 
needed to #nd a cost-e!ective way to make long-lasting parts  that would withstand high 
temperatures. After purchasing a Markforged X7, Humanetics slashed its mold costs by 99% and 
lead times by 83%. 

83%
FA S T E R

99%
LO W E R  C O S T
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THE NECK RING

The neck ring playes a critical role in protecting the half-

million-dollar dummy during simulated accidents, mounting to 

the body of the dummy and shielding valuable electronics 

inside. The part is intricate and extremely di!cult to mold — its 

complex features and large size, coupled with its small volume 

mean that a conventional mold must be either malleable or 

extremely complex. 

THE NECK RING MOLD

Kris identi"ed the Neck Ring Mold as an ideal part to print with 

a Markforged X7. It is a part that is both geometrically complex 

and used in high volume — meaning that a printed solution 

lasts signi"cantly longer than the silicone mold it replaces and 

is nearly 100 times cheaper than a machined aluminum 

alternative. The "nal printed mold costs $130 and takes three 

days to print.  

Printing Reliable, A!ordable 
Molds with Markforged

“My job was to see 
whether I could make a 
Markforged two-piece 
mold that would last as 
long as an outsourced 
aluminum mold.”

 “From what I've seen so 
far, we've got really good-

looking parts. The mold 
has not degraded at all.”  

Kris Sullenberger, Humanetics

Kris Sullenberger, Humanetics

After searching for new, a#ordable ways to create high-quality 
molds, Kris found Markforged. He proved out the technology by 
printing and using molds for test parts, then turned his attention 
to replacing a production mold with a Markforged one. 
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Neck Ring Mold
PA R T

M AT E R I A L
Onyx

P R I N T E R
X7

C U S T O M E R
Humanetics

83%
FA S T E R

99%
LO W E R  C O S T

Kris Sullenberger sees a bright future for the 

Markforged X7 at Humanetics. He’s currently 

printed somewhere between !ve and 10 

molds, and plan to replace many of the 

company’s 150 molds with Markforged parts. 

In addition to the cost and durability bene!ts, 

he’s found that printed molds yield better 

parts. Where silicone molds leave seams and 

other imperfections, the precise !t of printed 

molds result in a near-perfect part. 

As the Additive Manufanufacturing Manager at 

Humanetics, Kris has found ways for a variety 

of teams to utilize their X7. From printing 

production crash test dummy parts for his 

design team to replacing massive, aging 

!xtures for assembly technicians, he almost 

always has the machine printing. Even so, Kris 

thinks he can further integrate Markforged 

parts in to Humanetics’ work"ow — 

speci!cally, to assist his subtractive 

manufacturing and QA divisions. He has a 

simple saying: “you can look at spending 

thousands and thousands of dollars to have 

these machined or produced outside, or you 

can look at the ability to do them in house for 

literally tens or hundreds of dollars.” 

Expanding use at 
Humanetics

“You can look at 
spending thousands and 
thousands of dollars to 
have these machined or 
produced outside, or you 
can look at the ability to 
do them in house for 
literally tens or hundreds 
of dollars.”

Kris Sullenberger, Humanetics
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Making Quality a Priority in a 
Contract Manufacturing Shop

Centerline
Engineered
Solutions

C A S E  S T U DY
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Centerline had to turn down projects simply because 
the customer’s budget could not cover the tools and 
!xturing costs required to make the parts. On low-
volume parts particularly, it struggled to !nd a"ordable 
tooling solutions for its products. This resulted in 
money lost for Centerline, and customers looking 
elsewhere for a supplier.

“It gets more costly each and every time a part 
touches another person and another operation.” 

Costs escalate rapidly on parts that require multiple machining 

operations. If a part is 3D printed, fewer people need to work on 

it, reducing costs for the business and customer.  

“To make a special die for a press brake is very 
expensive — we’re talking $1000 to $2000”

A machined, custom-made press brake die is expensive. If the 

forming requirements suit the application, 3D printing can 

provide a drastically cheaper solution. 

Keeping Costs Down with 
Custom 3D Printed Fixtures

Tooling and Fixtures
A P P L I C AT I O N

Mark Two
P R I N T E R

Onyx
M AT E R I A LC U S T O M E R

Centerline Engineered
Solutions

PA R T S
Press Brake Punch 
& Die

Centerline Engineered Solutions is a contract engineering and fabrication business in Greenwood, 
South Carolina. The company realized that time spent machining tooling and !xtures was time that 
could be better spent on end parts, so Phil Vickery — CEO of Centerline — looked into alternative 
options. After purchasing a Mark Two to print custom tooling, the company cut its costs on printed 
parts with Markforged technology by 86%, and its lead times by 88%. 

88%
FA S T E R

86%
LO W E R  C O S T
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THE SHEET METAL PART

Centerline’s customer asked engineers to bend and form a custom 

sheet steel part. Because the customer only needed two parts made, 

Phil and his team knew the tooling costs exceeded what the 

customer was willing to pay. Centerline would have to make a custom 

!xture to fabricate just these two parts, meaning that the cost per 

part was astronomical. Phil and his team suggested a 3D printed 

!xture, which the customer believed would not form their part.

A!ordable Options with 
Markforged Technology

THE PRINTED FIXTURE

Phil paused the print midway through, reinforced critical points with 

steel inserts, and continued the print. The result is a strong part with 

steel-reinforced forming features that easily shaped their laser cut 

sheet steel blank. The customer was stunned that a low-cost, 3D 

printed !xture could form the steel in the way they wanted. The 

tooling cost less than $200 to print, which resulted in an 86% drop in 

costs for the customer.

THE PRINTED FIXTURE

Phil paused the print midway through, reinforced critical points with 

steel inserts, and continued the print. The result is a strong part with 

steel-reinforced forming features that easily shaped their laser cut 

sheet steel blank. The customer was stunned that a low-cost, 3D 

printed !xture could form the steel in the way they wanted. The 

tooling cost less than $200 to print, which resulted in an 86% drop in 

costs for the customer.

 “We’re getting close to the strength of aluminum in the pieces we 
make now. The material is much stronger than I ever expected, and 
it actually holds up over time.”  
Phil Vickery, Centerline Engineered Solutions
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Press Brake Punch & Die
PA R T S

M AT E R I A L
Onyx

P R I N T E R
Mark Two

C U S T O M E R
Centerline Engineered Solutions

88%
FA S T E R

86%
LO W E R  C O S T

Phil has used his Mark Two to e!ect change 

throughout his company. He and his team have 

printed everything from inspection, welding, 

and assembly "xtures for in-house 

manufacturing to custom tooling and end-use 

parts that are shipped out to larger clients. 

While Phil initally thought that a 3D printer 

would only be good for prototyping, he has 

since altered his work#ow to include 

considering 3D printed "xtures on many of his 

manufacturing projects.

“We're looking for tools and "xtures that help 

us to be more precise and e$cient,” says Phil.  

"I can now take a CAD drawing and print it out 

and say, ‘Here’s the "xture’ within half the time 

it took to make it in the previous methods.”

Centerline engineers and machinists were 

skeptical at "rst about how a 3D printer could 

make their day-to-day work easier. Once Phil 

proved to them that he could make strong 

parts for a fraction of the cost, his team 

quickly got on board with the idea. Since then, 

Phil’s employees have been approaching him 

with ideas of parts they can print instead of 

machine. Phil has saved his company time and 

money, while changing perceptions of how 3D 

printers "t into a machine shop’s process.

Moving Forward 
with Markforged

“Within the !rst two 
hours of the Markforged 
Mark Two arriving, I was 
printing things. It was a 
very easy startup from 
my standpoint, and it's 
been well accepted by 
my employees as well.” 

Phil Vickery, Centerline Engineered Solutions


